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QUOTATION

Sealed quotations are invited for providing Mini Bus/Car on hire charge basis. Quotations
superscribing "Quotation for Hiring Mini Bus/Car" along with the EMD of ~.3000/· by DD in favour of
the SCTIMST, Thiruvananthapuram should reach the institute on or before 15.11.2016 by 1.00 p.m.
The quotation will be opened at 2.30 p.m on the same day (15.11.2016). Hire charges may also be
quoted for providing the vehicle (Mini Bus/Car) for short journeys (daily rate/per km rate/per hour
rate). All the Vehicles should be less than 5 years old. The kind of vehicles to be provided is shown
below.

SI. No. Nature of Vehicle Rate (min.l0 km)
"

Per km Per hour Per day

1. Mini Bus 18 seater (Non A/e't. .

2. Mini Bus 18 seater (A/C)

3. Mini Bus 28 Seater (Non A/C)

4. Mini Bus 28 seater ( A/C)

5. Indica (Non A/C)

6. Indica (A/C)

7. D-Zire/lndigo (Non A/C)

8. D-Zire/lndigo (A/C)

9 Innova (A/C)

10. Local Trips (Innova (A/C) 4 hrs

11. Local trips (Indica A/C) 4 hrs

12. Bus 49 Seater (Non A/C)

13. Air port drop & Pick up from SCTIMST (Indica)A/C

14. Air port drop & Pick up from SCTIMST (Innova)A/C

15. Railway Station drop & pick up (Indica A/C)

16. Railway Station drop & pick up (Innova A/C)

The contract will be for a period one year which will be extended for another one year on mutual
consent.
If the required vehicle is not provided and the substitute is not arranged in time, the Institute will
arrange for the same and the loss sustained by the Institute on this account will have to be borne by
the contractor.
The Director reserves the right to reject all or any quotation without assigning any reason there to.

Sd/-
DIRECTOR

NB: Those who are having the service tax Regn with the Central Excise Dept only need apply
quoting the Regn.No.

To: Notice Board [AMe, Hospital Wing, BMTWingl,W~e


